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Howard's 2006 Graduates: Newest Distinguished Alumni

BY MELISSA T. TYLER
Roll Call Editor

"With some students do not have definite plans for their lives when they graduate, in need of guidance and inspiration, Howard's Class of 2006 graduates have been a shining example of what it means to be a Howard student. Their achievements and commitment to service are truly inspiring."

Howard University's Class of 2006 graduates are pursuing various paths after graduation, including studying the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Africa and producing motion pictures.

"Our class is diverse," said Nahid Mousa, a senior English major who plans to attend the University of Southern California. "We have students from all over the world, and we are packing in a lot of knowledge."
GRADS SUCCEEDING DESPITE THE ODDS

BY ANIA ALEXANDER

In spite of the many graduates who have succeeded in reaching the Class of 2006, two exceptional students with overzealousst and excellently

Shana Rezley, a senior biology major from New York City, is an exceptional student who developed cancer before undergoing several surgical operations within her first three years as a student. Being a first-year student, she was not yet aware of her situation or in need of a service medical condition. Being diagnosed with cancer at an early age, she found the help of understanding professors and an encouraging mother. "Despite her health and financial situation, she remained on top of her academics and graduated on time with a GPA of 3.64," said Truro Bean, secretary in the College of Arts and Sciences. Not just in class, but outside of class, she was a good student.

Bean's story was accomplished by her ability to manage her life through her difficulties. Using her work, was a major accomplishment for her because now she know the value of a dollar and that work truly pays off," said Bean.

As of yet, Bean has had a great impact on her students. She now teaches mathematics and gives back to the community. "I volunteer my help to students in D.C. because I love helping and working with children," Bean said.

Bean's story is far from over. Not only has she been an effective teacher, but she has also been an effective mentor to her students.

Howard graduates often have to overcome numerous challenges and difficulties before they reach their graduation day.

Howard graduates often have to overcome numerous challenges and difficulties before they reach their graduation day. Bean's story is far from over. Not only has she been an effective teacher, but she has also been an effective mentor to her students.
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Committee of the

Only @ Howard

Finals/Graduation...

"Only at Howard University will you find, during finals time, that it seems more like a club than any other place at UCL.

Antonio Bush, senior psychology major

"Only at Howard do people come to Commencement without knowing anyone who is graduating.

Melanie Chandeleur, sophomore English major

"Only at Howard, my graduation will be something that I'm going to sit, nowhere to stand and be held out for not being seated.

Kirsten Fresemore, sophomore nursing major

"Only at Howard is there a greater likelihood of meeting administrative staff on the Yard during a Greek organization celebration, an opportunity to catch them in the off-duty state.

The Hilltop is an independent student publication of Howard University
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Get to Know “America’s Most Radical Revolutionary Communist...”

BOB AVAKIAN

"Bob Avakian, a revolutionary and political leader, has written and spoken on the need for people to understand the realities of the world and to engage in political action to change it. His writings and speeches are essential for anyone who wants to understand the important issues of our time and to take action to address them. Bob Avakian is a radical revolutionary who has dedicated his life to the struggle for a better world. His ideas and his actions are an inspiration to us all." – Howard Zinn

"Bob Avakian is a long distance runner in the freedom struggle against imperialism, racism and capitalism. His voice and witness are indispensable in our efforts to enhance the wretched of the earth. And his powerful story of commitment is timely." – Cornel West

"A truly inspiring story of Bob Avakian’s life, a touching portrait of someone who is often seen only as a hard-line revolutionary." – Howard Zinn

"Bob Avakian brings clarity and sometimes unsentimental insight into what it means to grow up white and male in an imperialist society that is now emerging as a leader of the world’s most powerful and military-inspirational forces." – Carol Browner

Visit our website to become a student member now.

www.insight-press.com
CUMMINGS SPEAKS AT COMMENCEMENT

CUMMINGS, Yvon Campus All.

Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, believe that our
debut will be the recipient of the
guest speaker, "Representative Cummings has the kind of hea
tical that most Howard stu
dents are familiar with and are

According to Atwater, the
critical role of an effective
guest speaker is to bring to us
elements that some students may
clearly not want, to consider, and
and with make them a connection to the

Alumni of at least the previous
season, have achieved their
attitude of getting to their
women. If we are trying to
distraction of the "Graduation
year, and the need to stay in

CUMMINGS was selected to
the United States House of
Representatives in April 1993
a special election for Maryland's
Congressional District, the

Throughout his political

Senior Gather for Final Memories
and to Prepare for Graduation

BY MATTHEW COOPER

"The seniors..."...are the ones who have
to stay out of the way while the band

BY JUANNA SPAIN

BY JUANNA SPAIN


The blackboard with the Alpha
Kappa Alpha motto do not affect the

while in the foreground, and
the Alpha Kappa Alpha motto


A Day in the Life of...a Graduating Senior

BY JUANNA SPAIN

More graduating seniors have
been surveyed with the question:
what is it that is important for

"It is the last time we will all be
together," said Atwater.

Students congregate into
Classrooms to discuss their
future, to share their
memories, and to look
forward to what the future
holds for them.

"It just helps to make the event
more memorable," said Cummings,

In summary, the graduation
process is a time of reflection,
celebration, and transition for
both the seniors and for those
who are left behind.

"It was the best day of my life,"
had a perfect file and we
make it a better one every
year."

"The seniors..."...are the ones who
have to stay out of the way while the
band is playing, and it is not the

BY MATTHEW COOPER

Walking across the Yard is dif
erent when there are hundreds
of black men at your side. To the
graduating seniors, these black men
give the students a different
perspective, a different
perspective on their own

In the meantime, there is still
the process of the graduation,
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By achieving your goals, you further ours.

It starts with you.

We congratulate the exceptional Howard University graduates who have chosen to pursue a rewarding career with UBS. As part of a global financial powerhouse, you’ll enjoy a world of opportunities. Our diverse culture of mutual respect and support gives everyone the opportunity to excel. Your skills and ambition are recognized from the first day on the job.

www.ubs.com/graduates

Fulltime Hires
Akinmeye Akindele
Patrice Mitchell
Lanora Robinson

Summer Intern Hires
Fabio Bekir
Lesley Ann Downes
Janice Jones

UBS is an equal opportunity employer committed to diversity in its workplace. (W/F/D/V)

SCHOOL MAY BE ENDING, BUT YOU STILL HAVE ONE MORE FINAL.

SUBMIT YOUR TEST ANSWERS TO: WWW.CLERKS2WAITLIST.COM for your chance to win a poster signed by Kevin Smith and to find out about screenings in your area.

NAME:

1. WHICH ONE OF THESE IS NOT A KEVIN SMITH MOVIE:
   A. "CLERKS"
   B. "CHASING AMY"
   C. "DOGMA"
   D. "TITANIC"

2. DANTE AND RANDAL, THE LEAD CHARACTERS IN "CLERKS" ARE:
   A. LAWYERS
   B. PHARMACISTS
   C. CLERKS
   D. BEAUTICIANS

3. JAY & SILENT BOB HAD A CAMEO IN WHAT MOVIE:
   A. "CITIZEN KANE"
   B. "HOODWINKED"
   C. "BRAVEHEART"
   D. "SCREAM 2"

4. KEVIN SMITH SOLD WHAT TO HELP FINANCE "CLERKS":
   A. HIS MOTHER
   B. HIS DOG
   C. HIS HEART
   D. HIS COMIC BOOKS

5. WHAT ACTOR HAS APPEARED IN A KEVIN SMITH MOVIE:
   A. BEN AFFLECK
   B. JASON LEE
   C. MATT DAMON
   D. "DAME" JUDI DENCH

6. "CLERKS 2" IS THE SEQUEL TO:
   A. "AIR BUD"
   B. "TRANSAMERICA"
   C. "BRAVEHEART"
   D. "CLERKS"

THE HILL TOP
Common Comes to Maryland for Art Festival

BY JAMIE LLOYD

The University of Maryland (UMD) held its 11th annual Art Attack festival on its College Park campus with a Community Outreach component at the Fire Hose. Over the weekend, 85 vendors sold their wares, ranging from jewelry to clothing, furniture to fine art, all for less than $20 a piece. The event was open to the public and free of charge.

Spring Season Blossoms Business in the District

BY CHARLIE O'LEARY

As the snow is nearly gone, school year rapidly approach, and the Hollows bloom in their glory, it is time to take a look at the past year's business trends.

"I have four wonderful years at Howard University, but it's so sweet that I graduated," said Kevin D. White, who is now the president of the Maryland Business Association. "I am very proud of the work that I have done, and I am very excited for the future."
Pump Prices Alarm New Graduates

BY SHARLENE PERSINGER

"In the current economy, the cost of gasoline is a major factor in the decision-making process for new graduates," said the Chief Financial Officer. "Pump prices are once again playing nice, with the latest giving new graduates some breathing room. These decreases in gasoline prices are making some graduates consider their future incomes and availability of public transportation." A recent study has shown that gasoline prices have continued to fall, with some predictions suggesting a continued decline in the near future. This has led to increased optimism among new graduates, who are now considering the impact of lower gasoline prices on their future earnings and job prospects.

Learn more:
- "New Graduates Weighing the Impact of Lower Gasoline Prices," by the Chief Financial Officer.

The rise in gasoline prices will eventually have a major effect on the overall economy, analysts say. The increasing cost of gasoline (and even oil) will affect the price of a new car.

Student Loans: A Life Sentence

BY SHARLENE PERSINGER

"Getting a college education is a major investment in a person's future, but it can also be a financial burden," said the Director of Financial Aid. "Student loans are a common way for students to finance their education, but they can also lead to a lifetime of debt. This is why it is important for students to carefully consider their options and make informed decisions about their financial future." A recent study has shown that student loan debt continues to increase, with some predictions suggesting that the debt will continue to grow in the future. This has led to increased attention on the impact of student loan debt on the overall economy and the financial well-being of students.

Learn more:
- "Understanding Student Loans and Their Impact," by the Director of Financial Aid.

The rise in gasoline prices will eventually have a major effect on the overall economy, analysts say. The increasing cost of gasoline (and even oil) will affect the price of a new car.

Keys to Success: Tips for 2006 Graduates

BY JULIA ALLEN

"The job market for new graduates is expected to be competitive, but with the right strategies, it is possible to land a great job," said the Career Services Director. "Here are some tips for 2006 graduates:

1. Customize your resume. Make sure your resume is tailored to the specific job you are applying for. Avoid generic language and focus on your strengths and achievements.

2. Network. Reach out to your professional network and ask them to refer you to potential employers. Attend networking events and join professional organizations to expand your network.

3. Prepare for interviews. Practice your interviewing skills and be prepared to answer common interview questions. Be confident and professional in your approach.

4. Follow up. After an interview, make sure to follow up with the employer. This shows your interest in the position and can help you stand out in a competitive market.

By following these tips, new graduates can increase their chances of landing a great job in the coming year. Remember, the job market is competitive, but with the right strategies, it is possible to land a great job and start your career on the right foot.

Learn more:
- "Career Planning and Job Search Strategies," by the Career Services Director.

The rise in gasoline prices will eventually have a major effect on the overall economy, analysts say. The increasing cost of gasoline (and even oil) will affect the price of a new car.

Employee Handbooks:
- "Understanding Student Loans and Their Impact," by the Director of Financial Aid.

The rise in gasoline prices will eventually have a major effect on the overall economy, analysts say. The increasing cost of gasoline (and even oil) will affect the price of a new car.
For many in the class of 2006, graduation means starting life anew with a new job, a graduate school offer, or just a clean slate. Many wonder what they will do next when they move to a new city or state after graduation.

While saying goodbye to this historic campus, graduates have a few final things to do before leaving. Here are some ideas of ways to celebrate and enjoy your remaining time on campus.

1. **Attend Commencement Ceremonies**
   - **Lawn Memorial Field**: The main commencement ceremony is held here. It’s a great way to show your support for the Class of 2006.

2. **Lunch at the Student Center**
   - Enjoy a的最后一餐 at the Student Center. It’s a great way to say goodbye to old friends and make new ones.

3. **Explore the Campus**
   - Take a walk around the campus to enjoy the beautiful scenery and the ambiance of the old buildings.

4. **Attend a Concert or Theater Performance**
   - There are usually a few concerts or theater performances happening during the spring term.

5. **Have a Graduation Party**
   - Plan a small party for your friends and family to celebrate your graduation.

6. **Visit the Library**
   - Spend a few hours in the library, reading, studying, or just relaxing.

7. **Take a Graduation Photo**
   - Get a professional portrait taken in front of the library or other iconic campus building.

8. **Attend a Graduation Ball**
   - Some schools have a formal graduation ball that you can attend.

9. **Take a Graduation Selfie**
   - Capture a selfie with your friends and family on graduation day.

10. **Gift Giving**
    - Consider giving a personalized gift to your loved ones. It could be a meaningful momento of your time at college.

**Conclusion**

While saying goodbye to this historic campus, graduates have a few final things to do before leaving. Here are some ideas of ways to celebrate and enjoy your remaining time on campus.

1. **Attend Commencement Ceremonies**
2. **Lunch at the Student Center**
3. **Explore the Campus**
4. **Attend a Concert or Theater Performance**
5. **Have a Graduation Party**
6. **Visit the Library**
7. **Take a Graduation Photo**
8. **Attend a Graduation Ball**
9. **Take a Graduation Selfie**
10. **Gift Giving**
Unpaid Interns: They Work Hard for NO Money

BY DANIELLE KNATZ

The life of an intern can be hard. Many find themselves constantly missing work due to late nights and meetings, often leaving them without the same amount of work experience as their counterparts. The lack of pay for their efforts is one of the greatest frustrations they face.

“Most interns are not interested in working for free,” said one intern. “We all want to be paid for our work, especially when we are working so hard.”

Internships are a valuable part of education, but they should not come at the expense of the student’s well-being. The system is flawed and needs to be reformed.

“My internship is supposed to be a learning experience, but all I’m doing is running errands,” said another intern.

Interns are often required to work long hours without any compensation, and this can lead to burnout and even mental health issues.

“We work for free, but we are not傻子,” said one intern. “We don’t want to work for nothing.”

The lack of pay is a major issue for many interns, and it is time for change. Internships should be a true learning experience, and students should be compensated for their hard work.

“Interns contribute a lot to the company, and they should be compensated for their efforts,” said one intern.

Internships should be a valuable part of education, and students should be compensated for their hard work.

“Internships are a great way to gain real-world experience,” said another intern. “But we should be paid for our work.”

The lack of pay for interns is a major issue that needs to be addressed. Internships should be a true learning experience, and students should be compensated for their hard work.
Bison Football Announce Challenging 2006 Schedule

BY ELLIOTT JONES

The Howard University football team announced their 2006 schedule with a schedule featuring six games against Big Ten and Mid-American Conference opponents and a bye in the second week of the season.

Howard opens the season on Sept. 2 against Morgan State on the road. The Bison will then face four Division I-A opponents before the bye.

The schedule includes one game against a non-conference opponent, the American Athletic Conference. Howard will face Tennessee on Sept. 9 in a game against another Division I-A opponent.

Howard's schedule features six games against Big Ten and Mid-American Conference opponents, including rival Bethune-Cookman on Oct. 7.

Howard will also face three teams from the Northern Athletic Conference, a league that is a member of the NCAA. The schedule includes games against Grambling State, Alabama A&M and Tuskegee.

Howard's non-conference opponents include Tennessee, Howard and Howard University.

The Bison football team look to have a tough season as they face many of their rivals on the road. They will face Hampton University in their season opener on Saturday at 3 p.m.

The Hilltop
College students, there's no need to break your budget while on summer break. Now you can join Bally Total Fitness for the summer at a great special membership rate for just $156 for 4 months. This special summer pass provides access to all Bally Total Fitness clubs nationwide. Plus, you can renew when the summer is over for only $39/month!

Mottos to live by...

- Love thyself
- Eat Healthy & Exercise
- Study Hard
- Practice Abstinence
- GET TESTED!

HIV affects everyone!

FREE, Confidential, Painless, Rapid HIV Testing
Continues this summer at the SHC
2139 Georgia Ave. NW 2nd Floor / Call: (202)806-7540
and at the HU Towers dormitory
Check our calendar for outreach testing dates and times at http://www.howard.edu/studenthealth/Rapid-HIV-TestingCalendar.htm
Graduating Seniors: A Look at Entrepreneurs

BY BRITIANY HUTSON

Many graduating seniors bring with them the drive to take charge of their careers while often desiring to personally develop and create their own businesses.

Deborah Stokburg Kelley Williams, Augusta Ford and Tomi Taylor-Taylor, directors of students who have taken courses in entrepreneurship and business administration at Augusta University, believe the students' interests and knowledge are creating the businesses of their future.

Marketing manager Katie Wilhite of Augusta Ford, a soon-to-be graduate, believes that students interested in entrepreneurship are following the trend of starting their own businesses after graduation. She said, "Most students are interested in entrepreneurship, but few actually pursue their dreams of starting something on their own. I believe that many of our students are gaining valuable knowledge and experience that will help them in their future endeavors."

Aubrey Ford, director of Augusta Ford, believes that students interested in entrepreneurship are following the trend of starting their own businesses after graduation. She said, "Most students are interested in entrepreneurship, but few actually pursue their dreams of starting something on their own. I believe that many of our students are gaining valuable knowledge and experience that will help them in their future endeavors."

BY SEDDO M. IBRAHIM

The question of immigration is, on the minds of people all over the world. People are concerned, especially with security issues and the economy.

According to the facts, the United States has been a melting pot for immigrants from all over the world. Many people have come to the United States to escape war, poverty, or to seek a better life. Today, the United States is home to millions of immigrants, and is the most diverse country in the world.

Some people are concerned about the effects of immigration on the economy, but most people believe that immigrants contribute to the United States' economy by working and paying taxes.

In conclusion, the question of immigration is a complex issue that requires careful consideration. It is important to remember that immigrants have made a significant contribution to the United States, and that they continue to do so today.

BY BRITIANY HUTSON

Napster Announces New Treats For Listeners

BY BRITIANY HUTSON

Napster's revamped music website now allows limited-time access to more than a million songs.

Users are allowed to listen to any of the artists on the website for free and browse their favorite songs.

If users are interested in downloading an album or a complete download, they can do so for a limited time.

In addition, the service now includes a feature where users can share songs with friends and family.

Napster has also added a new feature that allows users to create their own playlists.

The new feature is called "My Mix," and allows users to create and share their own playlists.

"Why would I use Napster when I can get all of my music for free?"

Ashley Ford, 19

Napster's new features include a variety of music options, including new and exclusive tracks, as well as a library of classic songs.

Users can purchase individual songs, albums, or entire playlists for download.

In addition, Napster now offers a "Pay-as-you-go" subscription plan, allowing users to choose how much they want to spend on music.

The new Napster model aims to offer a more personalized and affordable music experience for users.
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Breathe, Now Take Over the World

Graduates are much more than the opportunity for the nation to recruit new motivated souls to do its dirty work in a Howard setting. In fact, it is crushingly hard for those who actually complete their degree program at Howard (D.C. 1926). Today, the Class of 2006 consists of graduates of the Class and is finally ready to leave the [incomplete sentence]

We're thepering students who have reached this important turning point in our life. Now we can make the Howard point. It isn't the Purnell Point, the Berry Wall, Montgomery Research Center or even the Yarn, that these thousands from across the world to attend this University. It is the real legacy of this institution, and it is now for the Class of 2006 to make its mark, to be a Howard point, but to make it their own.

You, the graduates, don't need to have your whole life mapped out, but the time has arrived for you to start... and only you can decide what it is you want to do. But after four years of being mesmerized by the idea that you'll have your whole lives ahead of you, it becomes easier to think of yourself as someone in need of an answer. You need not spend the string student who are so very sure what they're doing. You have secured your education and your employment back in the fall, and even now you're thinking about that question. "What are you going to do now?" But after four years of being mesmerized by the idea that you'll have your whole lives ahead of you. You need not spend the string student who are so very sure what they're doing. You have secured your education and your employment back in the fall, and even now you're thinking about that question. "What are you going to do now?" But after four years of being mesmerized by the idea that you'll have your whole lives ahead of you. You need not spend the string student who are so very sure what they're doing. You have secured your education and your employment back in the fall, and even now you're thinking about that question. "What are you going to do now?" But after four years of being mesmerized by the idea that you'll have your whole lives ahead of you. You need not spend the string student who are so very sure what they're doing. You have secured your education and your employment back in the fall, and even now you're thinking about that question. "What are you going to do now?" But after four years of being mesmerized by the idea that you'll have your whole lives ahead of you. You need not spend the string student who are so very sure what they're doing. You have secured your education and your employment back in the fall, and even now you're thinking about that question. "What are you going to do now?" But after four years of being mesmerized by the idea that you'll have your whole lives ahead of you. You need not spend the string student who are so very sure what they're doing. You have secured your education and your employment back in the fall, and even now you're thinking about that question. "What are you going to do now?" But after four years of being mesmerized by the idea that you'll have your whole lives ahead of you. You need not spend the string student who are so very sure what they're doing. You have secured your education and your employment back in the fall, and even now you're thinking about that question. "What are you going to do now?" But after four years of being mesmerized by the idea that you'll have your whole lives ahead of you. You need not spend the string student who are so very sure what they're doing. You have secured your education and your employment back in the fall, and even now you're thinking about that question. "What are you going to do now?" But after four years of being mesmerized by the idea that you'll have your whole lives ahead of you. You need not spend the string student who are so very sure what they're doing. You have secured your education and your employment back in the fall, and even now you're thinking about that question. "What are you going to d